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Abstract: Array-comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) technology enables rapid, high-resolution analysis of ge-
nomic rearrangements. With the use of it, genome copy number changes and rearrangement breakpoints can
be detected and analyzed at resolutions down to a few kilobases. An exon array CGH approach proposed
recently accurately measures copy-number changes of individual exons in the human genome. The crucial
and highly non-trivial starting task is the design of an array, i.e. the choice of appropriate (multi)set of oligos.
The success of the whole high-level analysis depends on the quality of the design. Also, the comparison of
several alternative designs of array CGH constitutes an important step in development of new diagnostic chip.
In this paper we deal with these two often neglected issues.
We propose new approach to measure the quality of array CGH designs. Our measures reflect the robustness of
rearrangements detection to the noise (mostly experimental measurement error). The method is parametrized
by the segmentation algorithm used to identify aberrations. We implemented the efficient Monte Carlo method
for testing noise robustness within DNAcopy procedure. Developed framework has been applied to evaluation
of functional quality of several optimized array designs.

1 INTRODUCTION

DNA copy number aberrations that cause a gain or
loss of chromosomal material are associated with
many types of genomic disorders like mental retar-
dation, congenital malformations or autism (Lupski,
2009; Shaw et al., 2004). Moreover, genetic aber-
rations are characteristic of many cancer types and
are thought to drive some cancer pathogenesis pro-
cess (O’Hagan et al., 2003; Snijders et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2006; Lai et al., 2007).

Array comparative genomic hybridization
(aCGH) became the standard protocol for identifying
segmental copy number alterations in disease state
genomes (Pollack et al., 1999; Perry et al., 2008).
In typical experiment each DNA (e.g. diseased
patient vs. healthy donor, or normal tissue vs. tumor)
is labeled by different fluorescent dye, and then
hybridized to an array. Signal fluorescent intensities
of each spot from both samples are considered to be
proportional to the amount of respective genomic
sequence present.

One can classify the CGH arrays into two types.
The first kind, targeted CGH arrays provide high-
resolution coverage of the genome primarily in areas
containing known, clinically significant aberrations,
see e. g. (Thomas et al., 2005; Caserta et al., 2008).
The second kind, whole-genome arrays, provide high
resolution coverage of the entire genome (Barrett
et al., 2004). However in many applications the
design of the array should combine these two ap-
proaches: the exploration of the whole genome with
the special focus on some specific regions (e.g. con-
taining genes related to the disease under study).

Related Research. The array design is the starting
point of the study on genomic disorders underlying
a given disease (Lemoine et al., 2009). There is a
large body of research concerning array design task,
see e.g. (Lipson et al., 2002; Lipson et al., 2007).
Similarly many papers consider the issues of normal-
ization and detrending array CGH data (Chen et al.,
2008; van Hijum et al., 2008; Staaf et al., 2007; Kreil
and Russell, 2005).

However, while conducting the large-scale
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biomedical research projects it is a reasonable
practice to provide several prototype array designs.
A matter of fundamental importance here is how to
compare the functional quality of different arrays
to choose the best one for further experiments.
Moreover, often for this comparison task researchers
dispose of only limited amount of experimental data.

In contrast to array design and normalization stud-
ies, there are only few approaches proposed so far
in the literature to the problem of comparison be-
tween different array designs. There are some stan-
dard statistics calculated for purpose of array com-
parison. They comprise usually: Signal to Noise Ra-
tio, Derivative Log Ratio Standard Deviation, Back-
ground Noise, etc (Carter, 2002). In (Coe et al., 2007)
to compare the resolution of different arrays the new
performance measure called ”functional resolution”
was proposed. This measure incorporates the unifor-
mity of element spacing on the array and the sensitiv-
ity of the array to single-copy alterations.

Our Results. Analogously to other high-
throughput technologies (like mass spectrometry
or expression microarrays) various sources of tech-
nical and biological variation affect the array CGH
experiment. The measurement noise comes from
the preparation of the microarray slide and the
hybridization process, while the biological variability
arises from the heterogeneity of the cells in the
inspected samples (e.g. mosaicism (Iourov et al.,
2008)). However, despite increasing resolution of
CGH arrays the variation in signal measurements
cannot be eliminated. Therefore the methods capable
to detect aberrations even in very noisy data are of
great interest. Most of proposed solutions rely on
so-called segmentation methods that try to divide the
data into segments representing aberrant and normal
regions (Cahan et al., 2008; Daz-Uriarte and Rueda,
2007; Ben-Yaacov and Eldar, 2008; Lipson et al.,
2006).

According to several comparative studies pub-
lished so far (Willenbrock and Fridlyand, 2005) one
of the best performing method for finding copy num-
ber segments is Circular Binary Segmentation (CBS),
a segmentation approach based on finding change-
points in data (implemented e.g. in DNAcopy (Olshen
et al., 2004) R package).

Our goal in this study was to develop the frame-
work for performance comparison of different CGH
array designs. We decided to explore the concept of
robustness. The proposed methodology follows the
general concept of robust statistics (Hampel et al.,
2005), quoting B.D. Ripley an important area that is
used a lot less than it ought to be.

In our approach we consider the design robust
when it is effective in the detection of aberrations in
the presence of noise. The segmentation obtained for
the given design is treated here as a robust estimator
of rearrangement regions. Better designs correspond
to more robust estimators, i.e., those approximating
the aberrations for the data contaminated with the
noise. To our best knowledge, this work is the first
method that uses the noise sensitivity of segmentation
algorithm to compare different array designs. Aiming
in testing the robustness of a design we enhance the
DNAcopy method by incorporating parametrized
noise model. The R package named DNAcopyNoise
is provided as supplementary material available at
http://bioputer.mimuw.edu.pl/software/DNAcopyNoise.

Our results are twofold: firstly, using synthetic
data we demonstrate the usefulness of robustness
measure for array performance comparison. Sec-
ondly, we apply the concept of robustness to select
the best one from several optimized designs. The op-
timization aimed in reducing array size while keeping
the same rearrangements detection ability.

Organization of the Paper. Section Methods con-
tains the description of datasets used in our experi-
mental study. We decided to test our method on syn-
thetic datasets representing designs of different qual-
ity. Then we present the 180 K exon array design.
The enhancement of DNAcopy package is presented
and our performance quality measures are defined. In
the Results Section we present the evaluation of our
measure for hybridization experiments and robustness
based comparison of optimized designs. In Conclu-
sions we summarize our approach and sketch further
developments.

2 METHODS

2.1 Synthetic Array Design

Aiming in validation of robustness approach we gen-
erate several datasets using framework from (Willen-
brock and Fridlyand, 2005). Two types of datasets
generators are considered: they correspond to differ-
ent genomic rearrangements structure (high density of
relatively short segments, like in cancer tissues versus
rare long aberrant segments characteristic to genomic
disorders). For each type of data we consider differ-
ent array designs. E.g., for data of first type, dataset
(a) presented in Figure 1 is the exemplary output of
aCGH experiments performed on well designed array.
Dataset (b) corresponds to experimental data from the
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design, in which the inappropriate probe selection re-
sulted in poor hybridization. The generator (b) is ob-
tained as the following modification of the original
generator (a). We choose uniformly at random 20
percent of probes and multiply their signal intensity
by the coefficient sampled from beta distribution with
shape parameters a = 2 and b = 20 (unimodal distri-
bution defined on the interval [0;1]).

Figure 1: Plots show log2ratio (y-axis) vs. genomic location
(x-axis) for synthetic datasets corresponding to four differ-
ent array designs: (a) original datasets, (b) dataset with sim-
ulated poor hybridization effect, (c) dataset with simulated
error-prone analysis procedures, (d) dataset with both ef-
fects.

The generator corresponding to array design (c)
mimics the problems arising from erroneous anal-
ysis protocol that results in significant background
noise. We assume here, that some probes may be er-
roneously analysed already during the scanning pro-
cess and only one from Red (cy5) and Green (cy3)
signal is detected. To model such situation we choose
uniformly at random 15% of probes and sample their
intensities from the beta distribution with parameters
a = 0:7 and b = 0:7. Such readouts correspond to
the probe signals not well scattered around zero in the
typical MA plot. The design (d) suffers from both
shortcomings. We generate 40 datasets using each de-
sign. One synthetic genome hybridization experiment
measure the signal intensities of 10000 probes located
on 10 chromosomes.

2.2 Exon CGH Array Design

Our new design quality measure has been tested on
samples obtained in aCGH experiments. The dataset
come from 60 arrays hybridized with DNA from sub-
jects with epilepsy, autism, heart defects and men-
tal disorders. Each experiment was performed on the

180 K exon targeted oligonucleotide array.

Prototype Design. The design of the chip involved
two stages. First, the prototype covering only ex-
onic and microRNA regions was constructed. The
main aim at this stage was to develop the array that
allows detecting DNA copy number changes of the
single exon. Therefore, it was postulated to cover
each exon by the same number of oligos. For a given
set of 1714 selected genes (including those related to
epilepsy, autism, heart defects, mental disorders and
other known pathologies) it was decided that each
exon would be covered by approximately 6 probes.

Cleaning Stage. The prototype coverage was two
times denser than the desired one in the final ver-
sion. A set of hybridizations was performed with the
prototype version. Performance score of each probe
was computed as following: segmentation was per-
formed on data from these experiments. Let us call
the empirical cumulative distribution function for dis-
tribution of logratios deviations from their segments
means F . The distribution F was estimated from
all experiments from the prototype version. For each
probe we perform two sided Kolomogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) test comparing the logratio deviation from seg-
ment mean with distribution F . We assign the p-value
obtained in this test as a score of the probe.

Next step involved combining the prototype de-
sign with backbone, i.e., probes putted uniformly
across the genome. Densely covered regions, ex-
onic double covered regions were thinned with heuris-
tic approach which considered previously assigned
scores and uniformity of nascent coverage (sizes of
introduced gaps).

2.3 Enhancement of DNACopy

DNAcopy package for R environment implements
circular binary segmentation algorithm (Olshen et al.,
2004). CBS algorithm finds segmentation by recur-
sively splitting subsequent segments into three, or two
smaller ones. Each segment cut is found by maximiz-
ing the following statistic:

ZC = max
1�i< j�n

��ti j
�� (1)

where ti j is t-statistic for probes resulting from parti-
tion of the cyclic logratio series at points i; j into two
samples: probes inside the interval (i,j), and its com-
plement.

Segmentation proceeds when the null hypothesis
is rejected, that is when ZC is above upper a�quantile
of null distribution Z�C.
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CBS algorithm estimates the null distribution with
the use of permutation method and tail probability es-
timation.

To estimate robustness of a segment we introduce
a Gaussian noise to the logratio data. We are inter-
ested in finding minimal level of noise that is very
likely to make the considered segment undetectable,
i.e., the maximal level that still guarantees that seg-
ment persists. Detecting these numbers through sim-
ulation requires extensive sampling since the intro-
duced noise is highly dimensional random variable.
To avoid running CBS algorithm many times, we in-
troduced the noise inside the sampling phase. CBS
use sampling to estimate the null distribution, by per-
mutation method. In our algorithm, every permuta-
tion is sampled with random noise added with zero
mean and h standard deviation. This changes the Z�C
distribution and the sought quantile. This is com-
pared with the previously computed, however scaled
accordingly to introduced noise variance, ti j statistic
for the analyzed segment.

By tuning CBS parameters, specifically by, in-
creasing the number of permutations in each step, the
answer we obtain (if the segment is detectable with in-
troduced noise level h) is statistically significant. To
assign hk to each aberrant segment k we follow the
original, not noisy, CBS segmentation sequence, and
introduce noise in binary search fashion up to desired
precision.

2.4 Robustness Measure

It is inevitable that the measurement precision vary
considerably between probes depending on the hy-
bridization efficiency. Hence some regions of the
genome are analyzed with significantly higher preci-
sion than others (Baldocchi et al., 2005). Therefore
it is desirable to model the effectiveness of specific
array region in detecting aberrations. We propose an
approach that allows to evaluate the quality measure
for a whole array but also to focus on specific set
of probes. In our method we measure the quality of
array design using noise robustness of segmentation
algorithm performed for all accessible aCGH experi-
ments.

The intuition behind this approach can be ex-
plained in simple terms. Segmentation algorithm pro-
vides the information about comparative hybridiza-
tion experiment. Aberrant segments are easily de-
tectable if they are represented by good quality
probes. Good probes should tolerate higher level of
measurement noise than poor quality probes. There-
fore we conduct segmentation procedure for several
increasing noise levels and observe the behavior of

aberrant segments. There is certain number of seg-
ments found for original experimental data. Then
we simulate some measurement noise and repeat seg-
mentation algorithm. Some segments (consisted of
poor quality probes) disappear and we continue this
process, memorizing for each segment the maximal
noise level, for which this segment is still identifi-
able (for a fixed segment k we denote this value by
hk). The output of several segmentation stages for 2
different (synthetic) designs is presented in Figure 2.
Clearly, the left panel corresponds to more robust de-
sign.

Let us fix the aCGH experiment and let hk denote
the noise level of the maximal noise resistance of kth
segment defined as above. The level of noise is mea-
sured with reference to baseline variation (standard
deviation of probes in non aberrant regions). The ro-
bustness of probe k is defined as:

qk =
hk

length(k) � jmean(k)j
(2)

where length(k) is the length of segment k (measured
in the number of probes), and jmean(k)j is the abso-
lute value of mean of signal intensities along the seg-
ment. We assign the segment robustness to all the
probes it contains.

Now we combine the segmentation robustness of
several aCGH experiments into the measure of array
design quality. The robustness score for an array is
composed from robustness of probes it consists of.
Note that, we can estimate the quality only for those
probes that are witnesses of some aberration. Con-
sider a single probe k and assume, that it belongs to
aberrant segment in some samples (according to seg-
mentation algorithm run for original data). To this
probe robustness scores q

i1
k ;q

i2
k ; : : :q

im
k have been as-

signed in experiments i1; : : : im. Assume, that there are
m accessible experiments in total. As an overall qual-
ity of this probe we can take the median of the empir-
ical distribution of robustness scores q

i1
k ;q

i2
k ; : : :q

im
k .

However in the case of limited number of acces-
sible experimental data we encounter here the prob-
lem of insufficient statistic, because a single probe
can be the witness of only few aberrations. To avoid
this difficulty we apply the sliding window approach.
The empirical distribution of probe robustness is com-
posed for all probes contained in the window of pre-
defined length n (depending on the resolution of an
array). The median of this distribution is calculated
yielding the smoothed version of the overall probe
quality.

The next neighboring window is shifted by the
half of the window length. Therefore any single
probe contributes to exactly two window statistics
(the boundary probes are ignored). Assume that the
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Figure 2: The resistance of aberrant segments for increasing noise. y-axis correspond to increasing noise level (logarithmized),
different segments are placed along x-axis (genomic location), the logratios are color-coded.

median (µL) from the first window is calculated for iL
events (aCGH experiments in which this probe lies in
the aberrant segment) and the second µR for iR events.
Then the ith probe robustness for the array A is de-
fined as:

Q
A
i =

iLµL + iRµR

iL + iR
(3)

The robustness of array design A (containing N
probes) can be calculated by taking the average ro-
bustness of all probes.

However, the important issue here is that the cal-
culation of robustness for some probes relies on many
detected aberrations containing this probe, while for
others the robustness measure is supported by only
few witnesses. Consider once more the probe i and
two windows containing it. A support for the ith
probe robustness QA

i is defined as sA
i = iL+iR

nm i.e., the
percent of experiments in which this probe or its sur-
rounding probes are witnesses of some aberration.

The support vector is composed of all probe sup-
ports sssA = sA

1 ; : : : ;s
A
i ; : : : ;s

A
N . This vector is further

transformed into importance weights vector wwwA =
wA

1 ; : : : ;w
A
N by appropriate normalization and scaling

(the scaling function flatten out the support vector, as
higher support values have roughly the same impact).
Finally, the robustness of array design A is defined as:

Q
A = Siw

A
i Q

A
i (4)

In the next Section plots illustrating the robustness for
all probes use logarithmic scale for QA

i .

2.5 Optimizing Exon CGH Array
Design via Relative Robustness

The robustness measure QA defined for a given ar-
ray design A allows to estimate the functional per-
formance of A i.e., the efficiency of rearrangements
detection for noisy data. In this section we study the
problem of array design optimization. Our goal is to
eliminate certain percent of probes to obtain smaller
design which has comparable performance.

Here we assume that the segmentation P found
for the original design reflects the real genomic aber-
rations. We refer to segmentation P while measuring
the robustness of smaller designs. We compare the
optimized array with the original one looking at its
segmentation’s evolution for increasing noise level.

Let us fix the noise level h and define the distance
between two segmentations (say the original P and
another one Pi) sh(P;Pi) similarly to raw distance
in (Liu et al., 2006), i.e., if both samples have a gain
(or loss) at the same genomic interval t we consider
them identical, otherwise this genomic interval con-
tributes to the total distance. The contribution from
single interval is defined as its length (measured in
nucleotides) divided by the length of whole genome
(G), i.e.:

sh(P;Pi) =
1
G

å
t:t differs between P and Pi

length(t) (5)

To calculate the total distance stot
h we sum up the

contributions for all genomic intervals that differ be-
tween two samples and take the average over all m
experiments.

s
tot
h =

1
m

m

å
i=1

sh(P;Pi) (6)
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Figure 3: The robustness compared for two synthetic designs. The robustness has been calculated for all probes (upper plot)
as well as corresponding weights importance (lower plot). The structure of genomic rearrangements mimics the abnormalities
in cancer cells. Good design is coded in blue. Red design contains 20% of poorly hybridizing probes and 15% of outliers
(probes causing erroneous scanning).

Figure 4: The robustness compared for two synthetic designs. The robustness has been calculated for all probes (upper plot)
as well as corresponding weights importance (lower plot). The structure of genomic rearrangements mimics the abnormalities
in classical genetic disorder (relatively rare long aberrant segments). Good design is coded in blue. Red design contains 15%
of outliers (probes causing erroneous scanning).
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Figure 5: Comparison of segmentations on optimized and original designs. Figure (a) shows the part of logratio data (1000
oligos on chr 15 - x-axis) obtained in 60 aCGH experiments (y-axis). There can be seen some common copy number changes
for all experiments (probably CNV’s), e.g., small duplications near oligo 600-th (red and yellow vertical line), and larger
deletions near 800-th (blue vertical line). On the Figure (b) we present the p-values from K-S tests performed for each oligo
on original design. For each probe three tests were done, which refer to the goodness of fit of oligo in case it is included
in normal, deleted or duplicated segment. These p-values were then used to prepare optimized designs. Figure (c) refers to
the segmentations on the original design. Figures (d), (e), (f) show the results of segmentations performed on the optimized
(reduced) designs. Segmentations on the Figure (d) come from reduced design, that was obtained by uniform removing
random probes from original one. Segmentations on the Figure (e) come from reduced design, that was obtained by uniform
removing most deviated (from segment mean) oligos (lowest p-values from K-S tests). Segmentations on the Figure (f) come
from reduced design, that was obtained by uniform removing least deviated (from segment mean) oligos (highest p-values
from K-S tests).

Summarizing, the robustness measure used in the
optimization context called relative robustness of
smaller array design A with respect to original one

O is defined as follows:

Q
A jO =

hmax

å
h=hmin

s
tot
h (7)
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The optimization procedure were preceded by cal-
culation of per-oligo quality score. For each probe in
original design we computed, cumulative properties,
which reflects the oligo suitability in the context of its
surrounding. For a given oligo the K-S tests were per-
formed, which compare the distribution of this oligo
logratio deviations to the distribution of logratio de-
viations taken from the neighborhood of this probe.
The KS-test were performed separately for logratio
assigned to duplicated, deleted and non-aberrated re-
gions. As a result, we obtained three p-values, that
describe the probe functional performance (see Fig-
ure 5b). Those p-values were then used to prepare
optimized designs. Details are presented in Results
Section.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Synthetic Data

Figure 3 presents the comparison of two designs eval-
uated on (synthetic) samples characterized by many
relatively short segments (like in cancer tissues). The
blue color corresponds to good design. Weaker de-
sign (coded in red) contains 20% of poorly hybridiz-
ing probes and 15% of outliers. Hence it corresponds
to generator (d) from the previous Section.

For all oligo probes we present their robustness
QA

i (upper plot) in logarithmic scale and correspond-
ing importance weights vector wA

i (lower plot). It
is clearly visible, that the robustness is significantly
higher for better (blue) design.

The evaluation of two other designs tested on typ-
ical genomic disorder (not cancer) datasets is illus-
trated in Figure 4. Blue color codes the outcome for
good design and red color corresponds to design con-
taining 15% of poor probes (yielding logratio read-
outs classified as outliers), i. e. datasets from this
design are obtained from generator of type (c). Anal-
ogously as for previous example, the better design
yields higher array robustness.

3.2 Testing Robustness of Optimized
Designs

In previous sections we have shown, that robustness
measure can be useful for estimation of the design
performance in detecting aberrated regions. Below
we present several approaches to aCGH design opti-
mization and the application of robustness in evalua-
tion of those designs quality.

Optimized designs were prepared, based on the
data from 60 aCGH experiments, performed on the
180 K array. The goal was to select 80% of oligos
from original design and keep the ability to detect all
aberrated segments.

Note that our approach operates on different level
of abstraction than those presented in (Xia et al.,
2010) where the probe design factor where calculated.
In our study the research focus is on the functional
performance, i.e., the ability of recovering the real
segmentation.

To investigate the influence of design optimization
strategy on relative array design robustness several
approaches for probes selection were tested, includ-
ing uniform sampling (A1 design) and most/least suit-
able oligo removal (A2 and A3 respectively). Some of
those methods reduced the number of probes with a
little loss of relative robustness. One can benefit from
this strategy especially for targeted arrays used for the
diagnosis of specific chromosomal aberrations.

The comparison shown on the Figure 5 of three
optimized designs to the original one revealed that
segmentations presented on the Figure 5e are the clos-
est to the segmentations on original design - Fig-
ure 5c. Moreover, segmentations on the Figure 5e,
thanks to removing the worst performing probes, de-
tects more aberrations than it is shown on Figure 5c
(see area near oligos 600-th and 800-th).

On the Figure 6 we present the comparison of rel-
ative robustness QAijO for three different optimized
designs Ai; i = 1;2;3 with respect to the original de-
sign O. On the y-axis the distance stot

h to the original
segmentation P is shown, while x-axis presents the
increasing value of noise h.

It is clear that for low values of noise segmen-
tation from optimized and original designs are simi-
lar, which implies the small distance between them.
When the noise is higher, then some of the segments,
that were detected before, disappear. In consequence
the distances between segmentations are growing.

From the Figure 6 we can observe that the de-
sign, obtained by removing most deviated oligos, has
the largest relative robustness (keep the smallest dis-
tance to original segmentation while increasing noise
value).

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced new measures for qual-
ity of CGH array performance. In contrast to previ-
ously proposed approaches we focus on the noise ro-
bustness of segmentation procedure. The method is
tested using appropriately enhanced DNACopy seg-
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Figure 6: Comparison of relative robustness QAijO for three
optimized designs.

mentation algorithm (Olshen et al., 2004). Our exper-
iments on real datasets justify the applicability of the
robustness approach. Besides the estimation of the
array performance quality we propose the method to
reduce the array size while keeping its quality on the
reasonable level.

The investigation shows that while optimizing the
design it is crucial to find a tradeoff between keeping
uniform distribution and selecting the best performing
probes. We discovered that the results of design com-
parisons greatly depends on the definition of distance
between two segmentations. Finally, we found new
measure of relative robustness very useful for evalu-
ation of optimized design performance in rearrange-
ments detection.

Several improvements are possible. The chal-
lenging problem is whether DNAcopy segmenta-
tion method may be replaced by more efficient one
(e.g. new segmentation method based on a wavelet
decomposition (Ben-Yaacov and Eldar, 2008)). Also
the noise model used in testing the robustness could
better reflect the real experimental problems.
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